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FACIA KIT
Suits VE Series1
models only

Tech bulletin. FP9350
Dual Zone Compatibility

The Aerpro FP9350 for VE series 1 single climate models is designed for Single zone vehicles ONLY It upgrades a
heater valve heating & cooling system to full digital climate control. Compatible models for this kit are the Omega, V,
Lumina, International, SV6, SS and 60th Anniversary edition. See pictures below as example. It should look like one
of these radios.
This unit DOES NOT work on dual zone
vehicles. It will NOT down grade the
system to single zone.
(It simply will not work) (Fault codes
People!)
The dual zone kit is still under
development.
We are working hard on getting the dual
zone solution to you as soon as
possible.

Incompatibility
USB Charging

We have discovered that the USB port is not capable of fast charging apple devices. In fact the result is that it can
effect the accessory output wire to the headunit and switch it off if the unit draws enough current. After speaking with
many customers we have found that most people want a pass through cable. So the next batch will be supplied as a
pass through cable to connect the rear USB to the front port.

JVC SWC

Please note we do not have SWC compatibility for late 2017 onward models. We are working to analyze the new
codes and we will be offering re-flashed units on a request basis.

Vehicle wiring

We have found that not all cars have the constant power wire
configuration the same, and power can come from 3 different pins. Most
of the time 2 pins are active. There are some cases that the pin we have
selected is missing. The good news is that all power wires come from the
same fuse, and the next batch will have 2 pins populated. We believe all
cars have one of these 2 pins.
If your kit does not turn on when plugged in, this will be the reason why.
Please check the car side pins are active, and re-pin our harness to suit
your car.

Constant
Power

Can be used

Please call our Tech Support for additional advice to help solve any of the above.
PH: 03 – 8587 8898 Mon-Fri 9am – 5pm AEST
Note: All your future orders and shipments will no longer have any of these issues.
Scan the QR code or go to the YOUTUBE link https://youtu.be/z7it_z65BmQ for the
installation video
Thank you to all of our customers for your valuable feedback and support. We really appreciate your help. If
you have any more feedback please don't hesitate to contact us.
Evan Jones
VP Product Design & Development

